Market impact of 
large transactions
The crypto market’s rapidly improving liquidity profile, coupled with more
powerful trading capabilities available to institutional investors, can now
support much larger execution size with minimal market impact. Our
institutional practice saw an increase in nine- and 10-figure trades in H1,
primarily in the BTC/USD pair. Investors placing trades of this size sought
to better understand the market’s liquidity profile and the potential
impact of their execution.

We continued to resource our data science and research efforts to help
answer these questions, including breaking ground on a pre-trade
transaction cost analysis (TCA) capability that leverages our growing
sample of large trades.


Our TCA work is led by Kilian Mie, who joined us in Q1 as a
Senior Staff Data Scientist after close to 17 years at
Goldman Sachs, where he spent a decade on the sell side
in algo executions, undertook extensive research on
market impact, and advised key accounts on their trade
execution and TCA. Subsequently, Mr. Mie worked on the
buy side in the Quantitative Investment Strategy (QIS)
division as part of Goldman Sachs Asset Management,
where he built alpha models to predict stock returns and
advised on multi-day trade executions as part of QIS's
Systematic Trading efforts.
The Coinbase Prime Broker executes large trades in an agency model and
in multiple tranches, programmatically subdividing each tranche into
thousands of retail-sized child orders. The platform minimizes market
impact and disguises the client’s activity across up to 12 venues where we
execute. We can stitch together child-level data into larger meta-orders
to provide reliable estimates for trade tranches of up to $150M in
BTC/USD spot and up to $50M in ETH/USD spot. (Note that real trade
sizes can exceed $1B and consist of multiple execution tranches).

Our analysis examines the relationship between notional trade size ($M,
x-axis) and average impact (bps, y-axis) across different order size ranges
for the BTC/USD (buckets '< $1M' to '> $75M'), and ETH/USD pairs (buckets
'< $1M' to '> $25M')

For reference, our BTC/USD chart also includes Bank of America's recent
estimate (see BofA in the chart below) that trading $93M of BTC/USD spot
creates a market impact of 100bps. By comparison, our estimates based
on real trade data from the Coinbase Prime Broker lie right around that
level as well.
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BTC/USD: Market impact (bps) vs order size ($M)
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Our methodology closely follows the approach and literature published
by Jean-Philip Bouchaud, a renowned researcher who was recognized as
Quant of the Year in 2017 and has studied market impact for more than
two decades.


While we have confidence in our approach based on today’s data, it is
important to acknowledge that crypto markets are still young and
underlying data will become more robust over time. We intend to monitor
changes in market activity closely and will recalibrate our analysis as the
data set for large trades grows, anticipating that TCA estimates for our
clients will become more precise over time.
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ETH/USD: Market impact (bps) vs order size ($M)
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Encouragingly, our initial TCA research for major crypto pairs shows
consistency with observations of other asset classes. Empirical research
confirms that market impact for traditional asset classes usually follows
the so-called “square-root law” (see slides 7-10 in “Three models of
Market Impact” for details): that is, market impact is proportional to the
square root of an order's speed in volume time. Our findings that this law
holds true for crypto markets helps to extend TCA from traditional asset
classes to crypto as well.
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Disclosures
This material is the property of Coinbase, Inc., its parent and its affiliates
(“Coinbase”) and is for informational and educational purposes only and is
only intended for sophisticated investors. The views and opinions
expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the views of Coinbase or its employees. This letter summarizes
information and articles with respect to cryptocurrencies or related
topics that the author believes may be of interest. The views expressed in
this letter are based on information which is believed to be reliable, but
no representation or warranty is made, expressed or implied, with respect
to the accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information. The
information is believed to be current as of the date indicated on the
materials. This material is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase any security, and any such offer or solicitation can only be made
pursuant to an offering memorandum and otherwise in accordance with
applicable securities laws.

This letter is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for,
accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. There is
no consideration given to the specific investment needs, objectives or
tolerances of any recipients. Recipients should consult their advisors
before making any investment decision. This information is not intended
to and does not relate to any investment strategy. Coinbase and/or its
employees may have a significant financial interest in one or more of the
positions, securities, digital-assets and/or derivatives discussed in this
material, or may in the future undertake such a financial interest without
notice. Additionally, Coinbase may have financial interests in, or
relationships with, some of the entities and/or publications discussed or
otherwise referenced in the materials. Those responsible for preparing
the materials may receive compensation based on, among other factors,
their relationship with Coinbase and/or the quality of their work. 


About Coinbase
Institutional

Coinbase Institutional provides
integrated solutions that marry our
advanced trading platform, custody,
and prime services. Institutional
investors have all the tools they need
from staking and governance to secure
cold storage via Coinbase Prime, our
prime brokerage platform. With
Coinbase Prime, investors can easily
manage their crypto in one place,
execute large trades, and rely on
high-touch support as they navigate
digital assets. 

Investments involve risk, and in volatile market conditions significant
variations in the value or return on that investment may occur, including
the risk of a complete loss of the investment. Nothing contained herein
shall constitute any representation or warranty as to future performance
of any digital asset, financial instrument, credit, currency rate, or other
market or economic measure. Due to various risks and uncertainties,
events and results may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated in the materials. By accepting the information contained in
the materials the recipient agrees and acknowledges that no duty is owed
to the recipient by Coinbase. The recipient expressly waives any claims
arising out of the delivery of the information or the recipient’s use or
reliance of the information.

Certain links, including links to websites that may not be maintained or
controlled by Coinbase, may be provided in the materials. These links are
provided for convenience and do not imply Coinbase’s endorsement or
approval of any third-party websites or their content. 

Coinbase, Inc. is not registered or licensed with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission or the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission.

Coinbase, Inc. is licensed to engage in virtual currency business activity
by the New York State Department of Financial Services.
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